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ABSTRACT: 
 In this research paper we will talk mainly e-commerce technology in increasing dynamic business, 
standard of living, developing rural area and many small business s sectors in India. E-commerce is big 
platform not only develop to infrastructure but also increase employment rates in India and thus overall socio 
–economic growth in Indian economy .There is big scope retailers due to emerge of e-commerce industry in 
India. Some of the major initiatives taken by the government to promote the e-commerce field. The 
government of India has announced various initiatives namely Digital India, Make In India Start Up India, Skill 
India etc. The e-commerce has transformed the way business is done in India. 
 
KEYWORDS: Trending Ecommerce Business, Online Service Platform to boost Economic Growth, Industrial 
Sectors. 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 India's complete web client baser to 829 million by 2021 from 604.21 million as December 2018. 
India's web economy is required to twofold from US$ 125 billion as of April 2017 to US$ 250 billion by 2020, 
dominant part upheld by online business. The opportune and powerful execution of such projec 
ts will probably bolster the web based business development in the nation. A portion of the significant 
activities taken by the legislature to advance the web based business division in India are as follow In request 
to build the support of outside players in the online business field, the Indian Government climbed the cutoff 
of remote direct speculation (FDI) in the E-trade commercial center model for up to 100 percent (in B2B 
models).there has been huge ascent of web based business in India, as India's web economy is 125 billion 
dollar in 2017.Therefore it is fundamental for immense interest in India to balance out and increment the 
development of web based business industry in the economy. Much development of the business has been 
activated by expanding web and cell phone get to. , the biggest internet business organizations in India were 
Flipkart, Amazon, Myntra, Paytm, and Snapdeal, Amazon beat Flipkart and was recorded the greatest web 

based business in India as far as income In 2017. The substantial 
speculation of Government of India in revealing the fiber 
organize for 5G will help support online business in India.  

As indicated by reports distributed by International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and Central Statistics Office (CSO), India is 
among the quickest developing economies on the planet. 
Among a few factors, a cognizant patronization of online 
business, and a rise of retail as a prevailing business sector 
portion have added to the phenomenal development of web 
based business in India. For the money related year 2016-17, 
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internet business deals arrived at the US $16 billion with a projection of a seven crease development inside 
the following two fiscals as evaluated by Morgan Stanley. By 2020 online business deals is required to cross 
$120 billion. 
 
OBJECTIVES : 
1. It is study on present trends of e-commerce on literacy and employment in India. 
2. To analysis the government initiatives and different scheme in growth of e-commerce in India. 
3. Impact of e-commerce on industry retailers or those with online customer engagement platform. 
4. The scope is specifically for small service based business. 
 
Scope of e-commerce online service platform and industrial sector.: 
 There is a increase in a digital access in India i.e. more smartphones are utilized by the people of 
India which tend to increase e-commerce growth in India. There is increase in internet access in India. India 
ranked 2nd in the most internet users in the world. The e-commerce industry has been directly impacting 
the micro, small & medium enterprises (MSME) in India by providing means of financing, technology and 
training and has a favorable cascading effect on other industries as well. The Indian internet business 
industry has been on an upward development direction and is relied upon to outperform the US to turn into 
the second biggest web based business advertise on the planet by 2034. Innovation empowered 
developments like advanced installments, hyper-neighborhood coordinations, examination driven client 
commitment and computerized ads will probably bolster the development in the part. The development in 
internet business area will likewise help work, increment incomes from send out, increment charge 
assortment by trades, and give better items and administrations to clients in the long haul. Government are 
making fundamental motivations and plans to advance digitalization and accordingly reassuring online 
business development in India. There is an expansion in an online business pattern in India with increment in 
a commitment of web based business in India's GDP. There is a greatest commitment of online business in 
FDI in the field of Infrastructure, Automotive Railways, Textile, Services, Chemicals, and Airlines and so on. It 
boots in the development of Indian Economy. 
 With the increase in awareness about the benefits of online trading, there has been a significant rise 
in investment in e-Commerce business. Hand in hand with offline trading, many established business houses 
have set up online transaction channels. Online retailing is the ‘in-thing’ in today’s commerce. Every other 
day a new company is being set in the online retail segment. 
Specialization and customization are the underlining features of online trading. E-Commerce companies are 
specializing in exclusive items and have consciously moved away from the ‘one for all’ concept. Every new 
company is focusing on a definite item or targeting a particular demographic segment. So instead of 
addressing universally, it is better to concentrate on a single area and execute it to your best ability. 
Consumers prefer this kind of preferential treatment and personalized attention. India, being a land full of 
diversity offers ample scope for new companies to join in this e-commerce business trade. 
 
ACHIEVEMENTS  
 The Indian internet business advertise is relied upon to develop to US$ 200 billion by 2026 from US$ 
38.5 billion out of 2017. Paytm Payment Bank. Paytm bank is India's first manage an account with zero 
charges on online exchanges, no base parity prerequisite and free virtual platinum card. Dependence retail is 
going to dispatch online retail this year. It has just propelled its nourishment and staple application for beta 
testing among its workers. 
 

 Faster financial development. 

 Develop markets at unreachable places in India. 

 Providing Employment. 

 Increased Exports. 

 Changing the face of retail. 

 Growth of B2B e-commerce companies. 
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 Attracting global players 

 Under the project ‘Internet Saathi’, the government has influenced over 16 million women in India and 
reached 166,000 villages 
 

Under the Digital India development, government propelled different activities like Udaan and 
Umang, Start-up India Portal and so forth. Udaan is a B2B online exchange stage that interface little and 
medium size producers and wholesalers with online retailers and furthermore give them coordinations, 
installments and innovation support, has dealers in more than 80 urban areas of India and conveys to more 
than 500 urban communities. The administration presented Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM), a basic 
portable based stage for computerized installments $ 120 billion out of 2020, developing at a yearly pace of 
51 percent, the most noteworthy on the planet. 

 
CONCLUSION: 

India It is very helpful to become from developing to developed country and even some emerging 
market. The study of research paper we knew how important is e-commerce industry currently in the world. 
Government had also played huge role through different laws and policies towards the growth sales as well 
as internet. Therefore Indian e-commerce has access funds from within the country and international 
investors. The role of cashless economy in India has increasingly due to ecommerce business. 
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